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VXF™ 07-09-12

Buy 10 inserts per pocket, get the cutter FREE

The VXF series combines the best features of round and square inserts to boost metal removal 
rates, achieve the next level of high-feed milling, and make it the first choice for deep cavities.

VSM11-17™

Buy 10 inserts per pocket, get the cutter FREE

A 2-edged, 90° shoulder mill available in 11 mm and 17 mm delivering low horsepower consumption, 
versatility and soft cutting action in light, precise machining to medium roughing. Best for profiling, 
slotting, ramping up to 10 degrees, helical and circular interpolation and other milling applications.

TOP CUT 4™

Buy 10 inserts per pocket, get the cutter FREE

Top Cut 4 indexable drills are equipped with centering capabilities and inboard and outboard 
inserts delivering outstanding flexibility and versatility in multiple materials. They encompass 
dual four-edged front inserts that support performing in a variety of applications including 
through and cross-hole, inclined entry and exit, 45-degree corner, half cylindrical, concave, 
blind and chain drilling on multiple materials.

AFFORDABLE
PERFORMANCE



VariDrill™ 

Buy 3 drills, get the 4th FREE

A reliable solid carbide drill for multi-material drilling operations. VariDrill offers dependable tool life 
in all materials due to less chipping on the cutting edge. This drill geometry enables chips to roll 
smoothly and evacuate easily resulting in noticeably less friction, heat, jamming and scratching.

TOP DRILL™ Modular X 

Buy X tips, get the same L/D drill body FoC 
Example: Buy 3 tips, get 3 L/D drill body FREE
A stable modular drilling platform accompanied by three insert geometry types to machine a variety 
of applications. TDMX is engineered with a secure pocket seat design to ensure maximum stability 
in challenging drilling applications like cross-hole, inclined entry/exit and interrupted cuts.

WMT 

Buy 10 inserts, get the tool holder FREE 

The platform for economical and reliable grooving, cut-off, turning and profiling applications—
WMT features an extra-long clamping area and precise insert positioning that ensures 
exceptionally fast and accurate machining. It’s an all-in-one tool for demanding operations.
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